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CONVERGENCE OF FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD FOR THE
GENERALIZED SOLUTIONS OF SOBOLEV EQUATIONS
S. K. CHUNG, A. K. PANI AND M. G. PARK
ABSTRACT. In this paper, finite difference method is applied to approximate
the generalized solutions of Sobolev equations. Using the Steklov mollifier
and Bramble-Hilbert Lemma, a priori error estimates in discrete L2 as well as
in discrete H1 norms are derived first for the semidiscrete methods. For the
fully discrete schemes, both backward Euler and Crank-Nicolson methods are
discussed and related error analyses are also presented.
1. Introduction
Let  be a rectangular domain in R2 with boundary @, and T be 0 <
T < 1. We consider finite difference approximations for the generalized
solutions of differential equations of the form
ut C Aut C Bu D f; .x; t/ 2  .0; T ];(1.1a)
u.x; 0/ D u0.x/; x 2 ;(1.1b)
u.x; t/ D 0; .x; t/ 2 @ [0; T ];(1.1c)
where f D f .x; t/, A and B are of the following forms
A.x/u D −
2X
l;qD1
@
@xl
.alq .x/
@u
@xq
/;
and
B.x; t/u D −
2X
l;qD1
@
@xl
.blq .x; t/
@u
@xq
/C
2X
lD1
bl.x; t/
@u
@xl
C b.x; t/u:
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We now make the following assumptions.
(1) The coefficients of A.x/ and B.x; t/; together with f , are smooth
and bounded as far as the ensuring analysis demands.
(2) The coefficients alq D aql satisfy
2X
l;qD1
alqlq 
2X
lD1
 2l ; 8 .1; 2/ 2 R2:
(3) There exists a unique generalized solution of the problem (1.1) with
smoothness corresponding to that of the generalized solution.
The problem of this type arises in the study of consolidation of clay, heat
conduction, homogeneous fluid flow in fissured material and shear in second
order fluids. For existence, uniqueness and applications of (1.1), we refer to
Ewing [5] and the extensive literatures contained therein.
Finite element methods for (1.1) have been studied by Ewing [5], Ford
[6], Arnold et al. [1], Lin and Zhang [10] and Nakao[11]. For the analysis
of finite difference schems, Ford and Ting [7]– [8] have obtained an order
O.k C h2/ of convergence for the backward Euler method and O.k2 C h2/
for the Crank-Nicolson method under the assumption that the exact solution
u; ut 2 C4./ and  R. For the problem in several space variables, Ewing
[4] has obtained L2 error estimates of order O.k2Ch2/ for the Crank-Nicolson
method under the assumption that u; ut 2 C4./. In all these articles [4],
[7]-[8], traditional Taylor’s expansion is used for convergence analysis, which
imposes sever smoothness conditions on the solution.
In this paper, using Steklov mollifier and a nonclassical discrete projection
method we derive rates of convergences for the finite difference schemes and
obtain orders of convergence compatible with the smoothness of the solution.
After giving preliminaries in Section 2, we consider the semidiscrete scheme,
its stability and error analysis in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce a
nonclassical discrete projection and obtain O.h2/ convergence in the L2-
norm. In Section 5, we discuss fully discrete schemes which are optimal. We
obtain an order O.kCh2/ of convergence for the backward Euler method and
an oredr O.k2 C h2/ for the Crank-Nicolson scheme under the assumption
that u; ut 2 H2./.
2. Preliminaries
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the domain is the unit square
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in R2. We select a mesh of width h D 1M , where M is a positive integer, and
cover N D  [ @ with a square grid of mesh points xi j D .ih; jh/; i; j D
0; 1; :::; M: Let h D fxi j : xi j 2 g and @h D fxi j : xi j 2 @g.
For a function w defined on h , the following notations will be used: for
x 2 @h and l D 1; 2;
wl D w.x  hel/; wCl;−q D w.x C hel − heq/;
and
rlw.x/ D w.x C hel/−w.x/h ;
Nrlw.x/ D w.x/− w.x − hel/h ;
where el is the l-th unit vector in R2.
The Steklov mollifiers are defined in the following manner: S D S21 S22
with S2l D SCl S−l ; l D 1; 2; where
SCl .x/ D
Z 1
0
.x C shel/ ds; S−l .x/ D
Z 0
−1
.x C shel/ ds:
The operators Sl commute and the following relationships hold:
(2.1) SCl
@
@xl
D rl; S−l
@
@xl
D Nrl:
We now introduce the discrete L2 space, denoted by L2h.h/, with an inner
product and the norm given by:
hw; vi D h2
X
x2h
w.x/v.x/ and kwk0;h D hw;wi
1
2 ; for v;w 2 L2h.h/:
Further, let H1h D H1h .h/ denote the discrete analogue of H1-Sobolev space
with norm
kwk21;h D kwk20;h C
2X
lD1
krlwk20;h :
We also introduce a discrete H2-Sobolev space with the following norm
kwk22;h D kwk21;h C
2X
l;qD1
krl Nrqwk20;h;
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and denote it by H2h D H2h .h/. Whenever there is no confusion, we write
kwk and kwkj ; in place of kwk0;h and kwk j;h . Throughout the paper, k  kL2
and k  kH m will denote the norm in L2 and the Sobolev space Hm./,
respectively. Further, let j  jW m;p./ denote the seminorm in W m;p./.
For functions v and w defined on h , the following identity is an easy
consequence of summation
(2.2) hrlv;wi D −
〈
v; Nrlw

; l D 1; 2:
Along with the usual Bramble-Hilbert Lemma [2], the following bilinear
version of it will be needed for our convergence analysis. For a proof, we
refer the reader to Ciarlet[3].
LEMMA 2.1. Let P[r]be the set of all polynomials of degree  [r ], where
[r ] denotes the largest integer less than r > 0. If  is a bounded linear
functional on W ;p./  W ;q./, with ;  2 .0;1/ and p; q 2 [1;1]
such that
.U; v/ D 0; 8U 2 P[] ./ ; 8v 2 W ;q ./ ;
.u; V / D 0; 8u 2 W ;p./; 8V 2 P[]./;
then there exists a positive constant C such that
j.u; v/j  C jujW ;p./jvjW ;q ./; 8u 2 W ;p./; 8V 2 P[]./:
In the proofs below, the inequality
(2.3) ab  a2 C 1
4
b2; a; b 2 R;   0:
will be used frequently and C will denote a generic positive constant whose
dependence can be easily established from the proofs.
3. Semidiscrete schemes
Let Ah and Bh be defined for .x; t/ 2 h  [0; T ] as
Ah V D −12
2X
l;qD1
rl (alq .x/ Nrq V C Nrl (alq .x/rq V  ;
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and
BhV D− 12
2X
l;qD1
rl (blq .x; t/ Nrq V C Nrl (blq .x; t/rq V 
C 1
2
2X
lD1
bl.x; t/
rl V C Nrl V C S .b.x; t// V :
Now, the semidiscrete approximation uh of (1.1) is determined as a solution
of
uh;t C Ahuh;t C Bhuh D S f; .x; t/ 2 h  [0; T ];(3.1a)
uh.x; 0/ D u0.x/; x 2 h;(3.1b)
uh.x; t/ D 0; .x; t/ 2 @h  .0; T ]:(3.1c)
Let H10;h D fv 2 H1h : v D 0 on @hg. From the assumptions on A.x/ and
B.x; t/, the following lemma can be easily verified using summation by parts.
LEMMA 3.1. For v;w 2 H10;h , there exist constants C such that
(1) the discrete Poincare´ inequality : kvk2  C P2lD1 krlvk2,
(2) hAhv; vi  Ckvk21,
(3) hBhv;wi  Ckvk1kwk1.
For subsequent error estimates, we derive stability results for the modified
semidiscrete version of (3.1); namely,
(3.2) uh;t C Ahuh;t C Bhuh D S f C
2X
lD1
Nrl F;
where F is a function defined on   [0; T ] which vanishes on @h and
F.0/ D 0.
The stability result for (3.2) is stated in the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.1. Let uh be a solution of .3:2/. Then there exists a constant
C such that
kuh.t/k1  Cfkuh.0/k1 C .
Z t
0
kS f .s/k2ds/1=2 C .
Z t
0
kF.s/k2ds/1=2g:
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Proof. Forming the inner product between (3.2) and uh , we obtain
d
dt
kuhk21  Cfkuhk21 C kS f kkuhk C kFkkuhk1g:
Integrating with respect to t , we find that
kuh.t/k21 Cfkuh.0/k21 C
Z t
0
kuh.s/k21ds
C
Z t
0
kS f .s/k2ds C
Z t
0
kF.s/k2dsg:
An application of Gronwall’s Lemma now completes the proof. 
Using the above stability result, we shall derive the following error esti-
mate.
THEOREM 3.2. Let u and uh be the solution of .1:1/ and .3:1/, respectively.
Let u; ut 2 H./; 1    3; and for t 2 .0; T ]. Then there exists a
constant C such that for the error e.t/ D u.t/− uh.t/ the following estimate
ke.t/k1  C.u; T /h−1
holds.
Proof. From (1.1) and (3.1), we obtain
et C Ahet C Bhe D .ut − Sut /C .Ahut − S Aut /C .Bhu − SBu/
D I1.t/C I2.t/C I3.t/:
Following Jovanovic´ et al.[9], I3.t/ is rewritten as
I3.t/ D
2X
l;qD1
Nrllq .t/C
2X
lD1
l.t/C .t/;
where lq D  .1/lq C  .2/lq C  .3/lq C  .4/lq with

.1/
lq D SCl S23−l.blq
@u
@xq
/− .SCl S23−l blq /.SCl S23−l
@u
@xq
/;

.2/
lq D [SCl S23−l blq −
1
2
.blq C bCllq /].SCl S23−l
@u
@xq
/;

.3/
lq D
1
2
.blq C bCllq /[SCl S23−l
@u
@xq
− 1
2
.rq u C Nrq uCl/];

.4/
lq D −
1
4
.blq − bCllq /.rq u − Nrq uCl/;
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and
 D .Sb/u − S.bu/:
Further, we decompose l as l.t/ D  .1/l .t/C  .2/l .t/C  .3/l .t/ with

.1/
l D bl.t/[
1
2
.rlu C Nrlu/− S @u
@xl
];

.2/
l D bl.t/ S
@u
@xl
− S.bl.t//S @u
@xl
;

.3/
l D S.bl.t//S
@u
@xl
− S.bl.t/ @u
@xl
/;
Similarly, we also rewrite I2 as
I2.t/ D
2X
l;qD1
Nrllq .t/;
where lq D .1/lq C .2/lq C .4/lq C .4/lq : Here lq are the same as lq except that
blq are replaced by alq .
Altogether, we have
(3.3) et C Ahet C Bhe D I1.t/C
2X
lD1
l C  C
2X
l;qD1
Nrl.lq C lq /:
Setting F.t/ D P2l;qD1.lq .t/ C lq .t// and the first term on the right hand
side of the above equation as S f , we apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain
ke.t/k1  C[ke.0/k1 C .
Z t
0
kI1.s/k2ds/1=2
C .
Z t
0
k.s/k2ds/1=2 C
2X
lD1
.
Z t
0
kl.s/k2ds/1=2
C
2X
l;qD1
f.
Z t
0
klq .s/k2ds/1=2 C .
Z t
0
klq .s/k2 ds/1=2g]:
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Since I1.t/ is a bounded linear functional on H.D/ with its kernel con-
tained in P1.D/, where D D f.s1; s2/ 2 R2 : −1  sl  1; l D 1; 2g. The
Bramble-Hilbert Lemma, therefore, yields
(3.4) kI1.t/k  Ch jut jH ./; 1    2:
To estimate  , we first note that
 D .Sb/.ut − Sut /C .Sb/.Sut /− S.but /:
Again a use of Lemma 2.1 yields, for 1    2,
(3.5)
Z t
0
k.s/k ds  C (kbkL1.W −1;1/ h Z t
0
kut.s/kds:
As in Jovanovic´ et al. [9], we obtain an estimate for lq of the form
(3.6)
2X
l;qD1
.
Z t
0
klq .s/k2 ds/1=2  Ch−1.
Z t
0
kut.s/k2ds/1=2;
where C depends on maxl;q kblqkL1.W −1;1/ and 1    3.
Following the estimates of lq , the estimation of lq can be easily obtained
with similar bounds. Further, the estimates of  .i/l are similar to those of 
.i/
lq
for i D 1; 2; 3. This completes the rest of the proof. 
REMARK. Since kek  kek1, we obtain from the previous Theorem
ke.t/k  C.u; T /h−1; 1    3:
In order to achieve an order O.h2/ of convergence, it is to be noted that
we need u; ut 2 L2.H3.//. In contrast to papers [4], in which Taylor’s
expansion is used to derive the convergence, the above result is a substantial
improvement. However, using a discrete auxiliary projection, we shall, in the
next section, prove a similar result when u 2 L1.H2/ and ut 2 L2.H2/.
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4. Error estimates with reduced regularity
In this section, we shall derive the error estimate whose order of conver-
gence is compatible with the spatial regularity on the generalized solution u
.
Let us define Qu as the solution of the following auxiliary discrete problem
Ah Qut C Bh Qu D S. f − ut /;(4.1a)
Qu.0/ D u0.x/:(4.1b)
Since Ah is positive definite, there exists a unique solution Qu of (4.1). Let
 D u − Qu. We can therefore rewrite (4.1) as
(4.2) Aht C Bh D .Ahut − S Aut /C .Bhu − SBu/ D I2 C I3:
LEMMA 4.1. Let u; ut 2 H./, with 1    2 and t 2 [0; T ]. Then
there exists a constant C such that
k.t/k1; kt.t/k1  C.u; T /h−1:
Proof. For the estimation of kk1, it follows from the discrete inner prod-
uct of (4.2) with  that
d
dt
kk21  Cfkk21 C jhI2 C I3; ijg:
On integrating with respect to time and then following (3.5)–(3.6), we obtain
using Gronwall’s Lemma
k.t/k1  C.u; T /h−1; 1    2:
Similarly, forming an inner product between (4.2) and t , we have
kt .t/k1  Ch−1; 1    2: 
For error estimate in L2-norm, below we shall discuss the discrete Aubin-
Nitsche duality argument, see, Pani et al. [12]-[13].
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LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that u; ut 2 H./, for 1    2 and for t 2
[0; T ]. Then there is a constant C such that
k.t/k; kt .t/k  Ch:
Proof. Let 8 be a solution of the following second order problem
Ah8 D t ; x 2 h;(4.3)
8 D 0; x 2 @h:
Because of the coercivity of Ah , 8 is the unique solution of (4.3) and it
satisfies a discrete regularity
(4.4) k8k2  Cktk:
Forming an inner product between (4.3) and t , we obtain
ht ; t i D hAht ; 8i D hI2 C I3 − Bh;8i:
The estimates for kt .t/k given below can be proved easily using the Steklov
mollifier and the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma 2.1. For a complete proof, we refer
Pani et al. [12]–[13].
kt .t/k2  C.h C k.t/k/k8k2;
and hence, using discrete regularity, we obtain
(4.5) kt.t/k  C.h C k.t/k/:
Note that
k.t/k2  Cfk.0/k2 C
Z t
0
kt .s/k2dsg
 Cfk.0/k2 C h2 C
Z t
0
k.s/k2dsg:
It now follows from Gronwall’s Lemma that
(4.6) k.t/k  Cfk.0/k C hg  Ch:
Finally, we obtain the L2-error estimate for ktk from (4.5)–(4.6). 
Let .t/ D uh.t/− Qu.t/, then the error e.t/ D u.t/− uh.t/ D .t/− .t/:
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THEOREM 4.1. Let u and uh be the solutions of .1:1/ and .3:1/, respec-
tively. Further, let u 2 L1.H.// and ut 2 L2.H.//, 1    2. Then
there exists a constant C such that
ke.t/k  C.u; T /h:
Proof. Since the estimate for .t/ is given in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, it is
enough to estimate .t/ . From (1.1), (3.1) and (4.1), it follows that
(4.7) t C Aht C Bh D Sut − Qut D −I1.t/C t :
It follows from (3.4) and Lemmas 4.1–4.2 that
k.t/k1  Cfk.0/k1 C hkutkL2.H /g; 1    2:
Because of the choice of uh.0/, we have .0/ D 0. For L2-error estimate,
form the inner product between (4.7) and  and obtain
ht ; i C hAht ; i D h−I1 C t ; i − hBh; i:
Since Ah is coercive, we obtain
d
dt
k.t/k2  CfkI1kkk C ktkkk C kk21g:
It follows from the integration with respect to t and Gronwall’s Lemma that
k.t/k2  C.T /
Z t
0
.kI1.s/k2 C kt.s/k2/ds:
Hence, we obtain the required result from Lemma 4.2. 
5. Fully discrete schemes
In this section, we shall consider the stability and error analysis for the
fully difference schemes which are based on the Euler and Crank-Nicolson
methods. Let k D TN denote the size of the time discretization for a given
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positive integer N and tn D nk, for n D 0; 1; 2; :::; N . For any function ,
denote n D .tn/ and
N@tn D 
n − n−1
k
:
The backward Euler method. The backward Euler scheme is now defined
by
N@tU n C Ah
( N@tU nC BhU n D S f n; x 2 h;(5.1a)
U n D 0; x 2 @h;(5.1b)
U 0 D u0.x/; x 2 h:(5.1c)
Below, we shall prove a stability result in discrete H1- norm not for (5.1 a)
but for a modified equation
(5.2) N@tU n C Ah
(N@tU nC BhU n D S f n C 2X
lD1
Nrl Fn:
THEOREM 5.1. Let U n be a solution of .5:1/. Then there are positive
constants C and k0 such that for 0 < k  k0
kU Jk1  CfkU 0k1 C .k
JX
nD1
kS f nk2/ 12 g C .k
nX
mD1
kFnk2/ 12 g;
J D 1; 2;    ; N :
Proof. Form a discrete L2-inner product between (5.2) and U n and then
use Lemma 3.1 with summation by parts for the last term to have
N@tkU nk2 C N@tkrU nk2  CfkS f nk2 C kFnk2 C kU nk21g:
Summing from n D 1 to J , we obtain
.1− Ck/kU Jk21  CfkU 0k21 C k
JX
nD1
.kS f nk2 C kFnk2/C k
J−1X
nD1
kU 1k21g:
Choose k0 in such a way that .1− Ck/ > 0 for 0 < k  k0. An application
discrete Gronwall’s Lemma now completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let u; ut ; utt 2 L2./ for t 2 [0; T ]. Then there exists a
constant C such that
k Qutt .t/k1  C; t 2 [0; T ]:
Proof. Forming an inner product between (4.1) and Qu, we obtain
d
dt
k Quk1  CfkS. f − ut /kk Quk C k Quk1g
 CfkS. f − ut /k2 C kQuk21g:
Integrating with respect to t and applying Gronwall’s inequality, we have
k Quk21  Cfk Qu.0/k21 C
Z t
0
kS. f − ut/k2dsg:
For the estimate of Qut , we obtain
(5.3) k Qutk21  CfkS. f − ut/k2 C kQuk21g
by taking innner product with Qut and using (2.3).
Differentiate (4.1) with respect to t and take an inner product with Qutt , then
as in (5.3) we obtain
k Quttk21  CfkS. ft − utt /k2 C kQuk21 C kQutk21g:
This completes the proof. 
It is here that we exploit the full potential of the Steklov mollification and
the discrete projection. Let 2n D U n − Qun and En D un −U n D n −2n .
THEOREM 5.2. Let un and U n be the solution of .1:1/ and .5:1/, respec-
tively. Further, let u; ut 2 L1.H.// and utt 2 L1.L2.// for 1    2.
Then there are positive constants C and k0 such that the error E J D u.tJ /−U J
kE Jk  C.u; T /.h C k/; J D 1; 2;    ; N
holds for 0 < k  k0.
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Proof. Since the estimate for  J can be found out from Lemma 4.1, it is
sufficient to obtain an estimate for 2J . From (4.1) and (5.1), it follows that
N@t2n C Ah
( N@t2nC Bh2n(5.4)
D .N@t un − N@t Qun/C .unt − N@t un/C .Sunt − unt /C Ah. Qunt − N@t Qun/
D N@t.tn/C . Qunt − N@t Qun/− I n1 C Ah. Qunt − N@t Qun/:
Apply Theorem 5.1 to (5.4) to obtain
k2Jk21  Cfk20k1 C k
JX
nD1
.kN@t.tn/k2 C kQunt − N@t Qunk2
C kI n1 k2 C kQunt − N@t Qu Jk21/g:
Note that
k
JX
nD1
kN@t.tn/k 
JX
nD1
Z tn
tn−1
ktk ds  ChkutkL1.H /; 1    2:
Further, using Lemma 5.1, we have
k
JX
nD1
kI n1 k  ChkutkL1.H /;
and
k
JX
nD1
k Qunt − N@t Qunk1  Ck
JX
nD1
kk Quttk1  Ckk QuttkL1.H 1/:
This completes the rest of the proof. 
The Crank-Nicolson scheme
For a second order accurate in time, we consider the Crank-Nicolson
scheme for (1.1). Let U n− 12 D .U n CU n−1/=2 and f n− 12 D f .tn− 12 /. Define
the fully discrete scheme as
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N@tU n C Ah N@tU n C Bh.tn− 12 /U
n− 12 D S f n− 12 ; x 2 h;(5.5a)
U 0 D u0.x/; x 2 h;(5.5b)
U n D 0; x 2 @h:(5.5c)
Below, we shall prove a stability result in discrete H1- norm not for (5.5a)
but for a modified equation
N@tU n C Ah
( N@tU nC BhU n− 12(5.6)
D S f n− 12 C
2X
lD1
Nrl Fn− 12 ; .x; tn/ 2 h  .0; T ];
THEOREM 5.3. Let U n be a solution of .5:5/. Then there are positive
constants C and k0 such that for 0 < k  k0
kU Jk1  CfkU 0k1 C .k
JX
nD1
kS f n− 12 k2/ 12 C .k
JX
nD1
kFn− 12 k2/ 12 g:
Proof. Forming the inner product between (5.6) and U n− 12 , it follows that
N@tkU nk2 C N@tkU nk21  CfkS f n−
1
2 k2 C kFn− 12 k2 C kU n− 12 k21g:
Summing from n D 1 to J , we obtain
.1− Ck/kU Jk21 CfkU 0k21 C k
JX
nD1
.kS f n− 12 k2 C kFn− 12 k2/
C k
J−1X
mD0
kU nk21g:
Choosing k0 appropriately so that .1 − Ck/ > 0 for 0 < k  k0, we obtain
the desired result using discrete Gronwall’s Lemma. 
Below, we shall present an error analysis using discrete projection. Let un
and U n be the solutions of (1.1) and (5.5), respectively. Let En D un −U n .
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THEOREM 5.4. Let u; ut 2 L1.H.// and utt 2 L1.L2.// for 1 
  2. Then there are positive constants C and k0 such that the error
E J D u.tJ /−U J
kE Jk  Cfh C k2g; J D 1; 2;    ; N :
Proof. Since E J D  J − 2J and we know the estimate for  J , we have
only to estimate for2J D U J − Qu J due to the triangle inequality. From (4.1)
and (5.5), it follows that
N@t2n C Ah N@t2m C Bh.tm− 12 /2
m− 12 D .N@t un − N@t Qun/
(5.6)
C .um−
1
2
t − N@t un/C .Sum−
1
2
t − um−
1
2
t /C Ah. Qum−
1
2
t − N@t Qum/
D N@t.tm/C .um−
1
2
t − N@t un/− I n1 C Ah. Qu
m− 12
t − N@t Qum/:
It follows that as in Theorem 5.3
k2Jk21 Cfk20k21 C k
JX
mD1
[kN@t.tm/k2
C kum−
1
2
t − N@t unk2 C kI n1 k2 C kQu
m− 12
t − N@t Qumk21g:
It completes the rest of proof. 
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